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ABSTRACT: The Document Object Model is a convention to represent and interact with objects in HTML, XHTML
and XML documents. It uses a tree structure to represent objects in HTML. To extract information from web pages,
leaf nodes of DOM tree can be considered as basic objects. Web pages aren’t made up of individual DOM tree nodes,
but are more of information blocks having a visual consistent format. These blocks may not be linked to the DOM tree
nodes. This paper proposes to extract the news content by visual unit which will be a visual oriented extraction method.
According to visual features and text features, the visual units are identified by a top down approach. The page content
is extracted according to the domain characteristic. The method is an encouraging approach for news content extraction
consisting of visual units and domain characteristic. The weight parameters can also be trained by machine learning
technique. Also, in the content extraction phase we can analyse that which visual unit was selected as the main content
unit so that precision can be obtained.
KEYWORDS: Information extraction, DOM, Top-down approach.
I.INTRODUCTION
The ever developing Internet brings up new challenges for searching the information and its discovery. Due to the huge
volume of information, finding out information of interest is becoming more and more difficult [1]. Therefore, to find
the desired information, extraction of information is destined to become a useful technology. As a major part of
information extraction, content extraction has provided rich corpus [2] for natural language processing, text
classification, and text mining [3].
Earlier work on content extraction brought up the result that wrappers consume a lot of time because they are made for
some specific source. Other, two kinds of approaches, DOM-based [2] and vision-based [4], are researched widely.
Approaches that are DOM-based use text features for generating the extract rules by taking the leaf nodes of DOM tree
as the smallest unit of information. However, vision-based approaches are implemented on the fact that web pages
usually consist of information blocks which each have a consistent visual format [5][6] containing either one or more
than one DOM tree nodes. If the information blocks are identified correctly with the usually features, then, intuitively
vision-based approaches can be highly effective. The layout of some web pages can be complex and divided into
various domains of application which hinders the performance of current researches. As one of the most representative
vision-based approaches, VIPS [5] divides web pages into some visual blocks by heuristic rules. The various VIPS
rules are defined on the basis of html tags with respect to the segment logic of general page that might not support some
domains on specific application.
This paper proposes the idea of extracting content from news pages by a visual united based method. The visual units
are visually ‘atomic’ elements which cannot be divided for smaller units on the vision. On the basis of heuristic rules
like VIPS, they can be identified by a top-down approach. Taking the domain characteristics of news web pages into
consideration, the definition of segment rules is independent of HTML tags. For effective work to be done on the
different news websites, the extraction of the page content begins with respect to the domain characteristics of
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preferring some more text and fewer hyperlinks. Ranking of visual units is specifically done by the calculation of
various parameter features like hyperlink density, punctuation, text density, etc. Our approach made is not dependent of
HTML. Making it effective, feasible so that the universality can be improved.
The remaining structure of the paper is as follows: Related works are briefly reviewed in section II. We have provided
an idea of extracting the content on the basis of visual units and evaluated its performance in Sections III and IV.
Section V consists of the conclusions.
II. WORK RELATED IN BRIEF
Information extraction is the procedure of transforming unstructured or semi-structured textual data into structured
representation [7]. Earlier work on content extraction is mainly by wrappers [8] which are usually a set of rules
designed to extract data from a specific information source that share structural similarities [9]. There are different
ways of constructing wrappers that are manual, automatic and semi-automatic approach. In [10], an interactive wrapper
was proposed and it could reduce the amount of user work for training accurate wrappers through designing a suitable
training interface. An unsupervised approach was explored in [11] which use Linked Data for Wrapper inducting. But,
the process of generating wrappers could consume a lot of time and be error-prone when it comes to different
information sources.
DOM-based approach extracts data by parsing webpage into DOM structure and searches the target nodes by several
domain features [12]. DOM nodes containing main content are always found by some features such as text density,
punctuation, hyperlink, etc. In the news pages, we all know that the main content usually has more text, fewer
hyperlinks, more full stop ‘.’ etc. [13]. CoreEx [14] was motivated by the observation that there was more text than
hyperlinks in the main content of news [3]. The ratio of text and anchor text of DOM nodes was calculated and the one
with the highest value was selected. An automatic extraction approach was proposed by ECON [15]. DOM nodes
containing text were found. After that, in accordance with the continuity of DOM tree label, target node was located
from these leaf nodes upward. The paper [2] believed that noise in new pages was usually highly formatted and
contained more hyperlinks. In contrast to this, most of the news content has simple format containing a lot of text.
Punctuation density as an important feature to extract page content was used in paper [16]. These methods stated above
took leaf nodes of DOM tree as the smallest information unit to generate extraction rules using text features.
The approach based on the vision extracts page content using visual blocks coming from vision based page
segmentation making it different from the DOM-based approach. Gu X D et al. [17] proposed a top-down procedure to
split a web page. Dividing and merging blocks helped to detect the content extraction of web pages. Cai D et al. [5]
proposed a vision-based page segmentation algorithm, VIPS. In accordance to the visual information such as page
layouts, colour cues, font size etc.., the web pages is divided into visual blocks. Based on VIPS, visual blocks were
represented by feature vectors in paper [18] and were merged if feature vectors were found similar. The group which
contained the main content occupying the largest rectangular area, located in the middle and containing much text.
Autmann Y et al. [19] demonstrated an approach based on a hierarchical structure of the visual representation locating
desired data from set of documents which were manually marked training. Luo P et al. [20] put a method which
extracted content on the basis of visual information and DOM tree dividing web pages into visual blocks in accordance
to tag features of DOM tree.
Though, that vision-based segmentation was based partially on HTML tags, changing the structure of the web pages
might make it invalid. Therefore, for improving the generality, the paper proposes an approach which is not dependent
on HTML tags. The smallest visual units of DROM tree based on paper are detect and then the visual unit containing
the page content in accordance to text and visual features are selected.
III. EXTRACTION OF NEWS CONTENTS WITH VISUAL UNIT
News content extraction is the process of separating the news body from other noise information [21]. Usually a news
page also consists of other information than the actual news, which might be considered as noise consisting of
advertisements, links to related news, copyright, etc. The presented information always has the information blocks
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having a recurring format. The extraction of content can become more effective if the blocks of information are
identified correctly with the visual features. The paper proposes an approach which detects blocks of information with
visual and text features. Domain characteristic helped to select the main content information block.
The process of visual unit identification and content extraction is described in this section.
• Visual Unit Identification.
Visual units can be defined as visually ‘atomic’ elements which can’t be divided into further smaller units. A visual
unit may be a leaf node or a sub-tree. To judge if a DOM node is a visual unit or not, format features are used.
- The horizontal row tag <HR> is used for page layout purposes and they contain no information.
- The background colour, font of colour must be consistent because the visual unit format should be internally similar.
- The news page show us the news text containing information in terms of words with a unified style which can be
viewed as a visual unit.
- The hyperlinks on the news page are not difficult to find as they are related to the current page.
The heuristic rules for judging whether to segment the node or not are produced below.
RULES:
RULE 1: Cut the node if the text length = 0 of the children of DOM node.
RULE 2: Divide the DOM node if its background colour doesn’t match with one of its children’s.
RULE 3: Divide this node if the colour of the font of DOM node doesn’t match with its children’s.
RULE 4: Don’t divide if child nodes of DOM node are text nodes. Text node is that node whose ratio of total character
length and hyperlink length is more than a threshold number.
RULE5: Don’t divide if child nodes of current DOM node are link nodes. Link node is that node whose anchor text
length is more than the text length.
In RULE 4 and RULE 5 are based on text features which do not depend on HTML tag. It helps to increase the
generality of extraction system. The visual units are detected by the top down procedure as following:

Fig. 1: DOM Tree
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Fig.2: Flowchart for Visual Unit Detection
In Fig.2, flowchart for Visual Unit detection is been shown. It depends on the Rules given above. Output will be
Visual Unit if node is unavailable.Fig.3 shows the algorithm for node segmentation.

Fig. 3: Algorithm for node segmentation
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To explain the above process in Fig.4 with an example, we take a news page from BBC. Considering the Fig.1, our
body ‘node’ is divided into two further nodes ‘A’ and the other nodes due to satisfying the condition of RULE 2. A set
5 is made and the children of the node ‘body’ are put into it. The process keeps continuing even after the set 5 is empty.
The page is segmented into ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C1’, ‘C2’, ‘D11’, etc. The Fig. 1 is a partial DOM tree for the page. Though, the
leaf nodes in Fig. 1 may not be consistent with the DOM tree of page as shown in Fig.4. In Fig. 4, the marked unit C1
is the visual unit which is the leaf node of the page and the rest of the visual units are sub-tree. The other visual units
can be obtained by the above procedure.

Fig.4: News page on which experiment is performed
CONTENT EXTRACTION:
The task of content extraction is to search a visual unit containing the main content from the result of visual unit
identification phase. In any news page, the information of the main content provides the visitor the hint of the news. It
contains larger text compared to other areas as well as less hyperlink and more full stops. Whereas the features of the
noise information are different it occupies lesser area. The conclusion as a result, features visual units which are
provided below.
 Area Feature:
It is defined as the ratio of visual unit area and page area.
𝑆𝑎 =

𝐴(𝑣𝑢 )

(1)

𝐴(𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒 )

𝑆𝑎 is the ratio of visual unit area and page area. 𝐴(𝑣𝑢) Stands for geometric area of visual unit and 𝐴(𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒) stands
for the geometric area of page. Larger area is mainly occupied by the main content of the page.
 If a full stop ‘.’ is found in the visual unit, 𝑆𝑝 is set to 1 otherwise 0.
 The ratio of hyperlink text length and total text length of visual unit is defined as the link text density feature.
𝑆𝑡𝑑 =

𝐿(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 )

(2)

𝐿(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 )
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𝐿 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 is the length of text in visual unit and 𝐿(𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡) is the length of anchor text. 𝑆𝑡𝑑 is the ratio of hyperlink
text length and total text length of visual unit. The main content in the news pages has fewer hyperlinks. Hence, 𝑆𝑡𝑑 is
inversely proportional to the probability of the visual unit contains the main content.
 Text Density Feature: It is the ratio of no-hyperlink text length and total text length
𝑆𝑡𝑑 =

𝐿(𝑁𝑜𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑇𝑒𝑥 𝑡)

(3)

𝐿(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 )

𝑆𝑡𝑑 is the value of visual unit with text density feature. 𝐿(𝑁𝑜𝐻𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡) is the no-hyperlink text length of
visual unit. If the value of 𝑆𝑡𝑑 is more there is a higher possibility of visual unit containing page content.
 Text Length Feature: It is the text length of the visual unit.
𝑆𝑙 =

𝐿 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 −𝑀𝑖𝑛 (𝐿)

(4)

𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝐿 −𝑀𝑖𝑛 (𝐿)

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝐿 is the minimum length of all visual units’ text and 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝐿 is the maximum length. The main content always
has more text length of visual unit than the other units.
To sum up, the total score of visual unit is:
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑢 = 𝑤𝑎 𝑆𝑎 +𝑤𝑝 𝑆𝑝 − 𝑤𝑙𝑑 𝑆𝑙𝑑 + 𝑤𝑡𝑑 𝑆𝑡𝑑 + 𝑤1 𝑆1
𝑤𝑎 + 𝑤𝑝 + 𝑤𝑙𝑑 + 𝑤𝑡𝑑 + 𝑤𝑙 = 1

(5)

The total score of visual unit is 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑢 . The weights that contribute to the 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑣𝑢 are 𝑤𝑎 , 𝑤𝑝 , 𝑤𝑙𝑑 , 𝑤𝑡𝑑 , 𝑤𝑙 .
Weights value can be adjusted to change their contribution to the total score. The process is as follows.
a. First of all, the pre-processing of the news page is done. Some tags like select, form, input, text area and
option are neglected because usually they do not carry any valuable content. Script nodes are also ignored
because they give dynamic effects to web.
b. After the pre-processing is done, the phase of visual unit identification helps to divide the news page into
several visual units.
c. The total score of each visual unit is calculated by the formula.
d. The unit having the highest score is selected as a target.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This paper proposed an extraction method based on visual unit. The news pages are divided into visual units and they
are given some score and one having the highest score is selected. We used different news pages; the HtmlParser
parsed the web page into DOM structure and utilized WebBrowser controls to get visual information. Table 1 shows
results of a few websites we took for experimentation. The number of pages undertaken was 50. The ‘Right’ column
shows the number of pages which have the precise news content we needed. The ‘Inexact’ column shows the number
of pages which have the redundant information along with the actual news content. The ‘Error’ column shows the
phase which has error. Thus, this method is very effective and precise.
Table 1: Results
Website
BBC
SkySports
Mirror
Telegraph
ESPN
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Pages
50
50
50
50
50

Right
46
45
47
48
45

Inexact
2
2
1
1
2

Error
2
3
2
1
3
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an approach of extracting news content with visual unit in this paper. We used the top down approach
based on visual features and text features. The segmentation rules are independent of HTML tags in the visual unit
identification phase, so that the page structure doesn’t influence our approach. We also took various parameters like
visual unit area, link text density, punctuation, etc. into consideration. Our approach is very promising for news content
extraction with domain characteristics and visual units. The vision-based approach is in accordance with the human
habit of web page browsing. Machine learning technique can be used to train the weight parameters. Visual unit can be
selected as the main content unit for content extraction to obtain precision.
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